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APPD Enhanced Learning Session 
sugarprep.org  

 

At the completion of this session, the learners will be able to: 
1. Explore a new comprehensive curriculum for global health elective preparation for pediatric 

residents and fellows 
2. Navigate the multi-layer process of pre-departure training through utilization of innovative 

SUGAR PACK facilitator training resources (all available for free at sugarprep.org) 
3. Gain expertise in pre-departure training for global health work 

 

Facilitators: 
Nikki St Clair, Denise Bothe, Sabrina Butteris, Carmen Cobb, Emilia Connolly, Liz Groothuis, Stephanie 
Lauden, Amy Rule, Chuck Schubert, Tasa Seibert, Sarah Webber, & Mike Pitt 

For additional SUGAR PACK information, or to provide feedback please contact info@sugarprep.org 
 

Time Enhanced Learning Session Activity 

15 Large group 

 Introductions & history of the Midwest Consortium of Global Child Health Educators 

 Objectives & a pitch for preparation  

 SUGARPREP.org history  

 SUGAR PACK synopsis 

15-75 Small group stations 
Session moderators will orient participants to each SUGAR PACK activity, including an 
overview of resources and implementation strategies. This will entail spending 8 minutes 
per station (2 minute transitions between), with each station led by a SUGAR PACK 
expert. Stations include:  

(1) Orientation & Global Health 101 (lead: Mike Pitt) 
(2) Health, safety & travel logistics (leads: Carmen Cobb & Nikki St Clair) 
(3) Ethics mini case discussions (leads: Liz Groothuis & Amy Rule) 
(4) Culture shock activity: trainee blog dissection (leads: Sabrina Butteris & Tasa 

Seibert) 
(5) PEARLS Case Pairings (leads: Emi Connolly & Denise Bothe) 
(6) PACK for Wellness (leads: Sarah Webber, Steph Lauden & Chuck Schubert) 

75-90 Large group debrief 

 Discuss SUGAR PACK implementation barriers & resources 

 Obtain feedback for SUGAR PACK 2.0 modifications 
 

sugarprep.org resources 
Created by the Midwest Consortium of Global Child Health Educators & Affiliates 

 

 
Comprehensive, multi-disciplinary simulation case 

series designed for emotional preparation for 
working in resource limited settings.  

 
Instructional video series describing procedural 

modifications for use when resources are limited 
 

 
Our new comprehensive modular active learning 

sessions designed for pre-departure training  
 

   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iV11exmWiPk
https://youtu.be/ADH0zwlvFLg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBCnL-C9G_M&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GStBsTDuiEg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GzLjrVxtDZ8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWV9i3o6Prw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJe1qCYP64o&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO57vMrKWIw&feature=youtu.be


SUGAR PACK FRAMEWORK 
The purpose of SUGAR PACK is to provide educators with a comprehensive facilitator training 

package, paired with an easily adaptable curriculum, to effectively prepare trainees for GH electives in 
low-resource settings. SUGAR PACK is free, online, easy to implement, and highlights the following pre-
departure topics: core concepts in global health; clinical competency with resource limitations; health, 
safety and wellness; ethics and culture; and culture shock and professionalism. By adding to the existing 
preparation resources on sugarprep.org (including SUGAR simulations and PEARLS procedural training), 
educators now have a “total package” for preparation training materials, with the ability to tailor the 
package at individual institutions based on elective site characteristics and pre-existing curricula. 

The SUGAR PACK team designed the learning objectives to ensure that the curriculum addressed 
all “Top Ten Considerations for Short-Term Global Health Elective Preparation” (Figure below; sources: 
St Clair et al. Pediatrics 2017 & the American Board of Pediatrics Global Health in Pediatric Education: An 
Implementation Guide for Program Directors). 

 

  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29074610
https://www.abp.org/sites/abp/files/pdf/globalhealthinpediatriceducationimplementationguideforprogramdirectors.pdf
https://www.abp.org/sites/abp/files/pdf/globalhealthinpediatriceducationimplementationguideforprogramdirectors.pdf


SUGAR PACK CONTENT  
 

PRE-COURSE FACILITATOR TRAINING (for facilitators only) 
 SUGAR PACK Teaser Trailer: This is a 2 minute animation video that quickly orients educators to 

SUGAR PACK.    

 Optional Train the Trainers video (for educators new to the field of pre-departure 
preparation): Top Ten Considerations in Pre-Departure Preparation. This is a 30 minute video 
that orients educators to the top ten considerations for preparation for short-term global health 
electives. It offers a comprehensive overview to fundamental components of preparation, and 
highlights how the SUGAR PACK modules fit into the top ten framework.  

 

SUGAR PACK MODULES (for facilitators to use with trainees) 
 

Module Title 
(click on each hyperlink to 
access orientation videos) 

Description 

Orientation Activity & 
Global Health 101  

This is an interactive introductory experience intended to orient/familiarize 
learners with the basic/fundamental principles necessary to prepare for 
global health rotations. Learners will partake in a crash course on global 
health electives via team based-learning, engage in icebreaker activities, 
and take time to reflect on their personal goals for participating in global 
health electives. 

Authors: Jones, Van Genderen, Schaack, Pitt  

Health, Safety & Travel 
Logistics 

This interactive session uses small group case discussions based on 
common health and safety challenges which can occur during global health 
experiences. Cases include discussion prompts and optional role play 
scenarios, and are paired with valuable resources related to health and 
safety while on a global health rotation. 

Authors: Cobb, Kaeppler, Conway, St Clair 

Ethics Mini Case  
Discussions 

In this exercise, learners discuss various scenarios they may encounter 
abroad; focusing on how to approach and diffuse potential clinical, ethical, 
and cultural conflicts while maintaining positive relationships in an 
unfamiliar setting.  

Authors: Groothuis, Weinert, Rule, Warrick,  Rosenman, Butteris  

Culture Shock Activity: 
Dissection of a Trainee 

Blog 

This session uses a flipped classroom model, where learners first engage 
with an online module on culture and culture shock. In the in-person 
portion of the activity, learners dissect a fictional blog based on a traveler’s 
real experiences, identifying the stages of culture shock, and discussing 
potential ramifications of social media use in global health settings. 

Authors: Groothuis, Houser, Connolly, Seibert, Butteris 

PEARLS (Procedural 
Education for 
Adaptation to 

Resource Limited 
Settings) Case Pairing 

These cases bring the procedural modifications featured in the PEARLS 
video series into context through simulation, by having learners navigating 
clinical cases where problem solving is necessary to perform needed 
procedures. 

Authors: Miller, Winter, Connolly, Ojo, Fischer, Van Genderen, Slusher 

PACK for Wellness 

This interactive activity uses cases, small group discussion, and reflection to 
address many of the challenges encountered on global health experiences 
from the perspective of the impact on individual well-being. The session 
provides a structured way for mentors and trainees to prepare for these 
experiences, armed with specific tools aimed at maximizing well-being 
before, during, and after the global health experience. 

Authors: Webber, Lauden, Miller, Beyerlein, Fischer, Schubert 
& Back after S-PACK Debriefing Resources 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aIUsii1brH4
http://sugarprep.org/s-pack/
https://youtu.be/KBCnL-C9G_M
https://youtu.be/KBCnL-C9G_M
https://youtu.be/GStBsTDuiEg
https://youtu.be/GStBsTDuiEg
https://youtu.be/GzLjrVxtDZ8
https://youtu.be/GzLjrVxtDZ8
https://youtu.be/FWV9i3o6Prw
https://youtu.be/FWV9i3o6Prw
https://youtu.be/FWV9i3o6Prw
https://youtu.be/CJe1qCYP64o
https://youtu.be/CJe1qCYP64o
https://youtu.be/CJe1qCYP64o
https://youtu.be/CJe1qCYP64o
https://youtu.be/CJe1qCYP64o
http://sugarprep.org/pearls/
https://youtu.be/PO57vMrKWIw
http://sugarprep.org/s-pack/back-after-s-pack-debriefing-resources.pdf


SUGAR PACK TEAM 
Midwest Consortium of Global Child Health Educators Members & Affiliates 

 

 Larissa Beyerlein, MD lbeyerle@umn.edu 

 
Denise Bothe, MD Denise.Bothe@uhhospitals.org 

 
Sabrina Butteris, MD sbutteris@pediatrics.wisc.edu 

 
Carmen Cobb, MD carmencobb@gmail.com 

 Emilia Connolly, DO, MPH Emilia.Connolly@cchmc.org 

 
Jim Conway, MD jhconway@wisc.edu 

 
Phil Fischer, MD Fischer.Phil@mayo.edu 

 
Liz Groothuis, MD, MPH egroothuis@luriechildrens.org 

 
Laura Houser, MD lhouser@pediatrics.wisc.edu 

 
Ande Jones, MD andreajones@wisc.edu 

 
Caitlin Kaeppler, MD ckaeppler@mcw.edu 

 Stephanie Lauden, MD, CTropMed 
stephanie.lauden@nationwidechild
rens.org 

 
Katy Miller, MD miller.katykennedy@gmail.com 

 Ifelayo Ojo, MD ojoxx016@umn.edu    

 
Mike Pitt, MD mbpitt@umn.edu 

 
Jane Rosenman, MD Rosenman.Jane@mayo.edu 

 
Amy Rule, MD Amy.Long@cchmc.org 

 
Chelsea Schaack caschaack@pediatrics.wisc.edu 

 
Chuck Schubert, MD CHUCK.SCHUBERT@cchmc.org 

 
Tasa Seibert, MD Tasa.Seibert@UHhospitals.org 

 
Tina Slusher MD tslusher@umn.edu 

 
Nicole St Clair, MD nstclair@pediatrics.wisc.edu 

 
Kristin Van Genderen, MD kvangenderen@luriechildrens.org 

 
Steve Warrick, MD, MPH stevewarrick@gmail.com 

 
Sarah Webber, MD sawebber@wisc.edu 

 
Bethany Weinert, MD, MPH BWeinert@chw.org 

 
Jameel Winter, MD winte281@umn.edu 
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